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A decomposition is obtained for the tensor product of two irreducible 
representations of the group of conformal mappings of the upper half-plane 
when one representation is taken in a Hilbert space of analytic functions and 
the other in the conjugate of such a space. An estimation theory for modular 
forms results which is of interest in connection with the Riemann hypothesis 
[l]. The decomposition depends on an eigenfunction expansion associated 
with Gauss’s hypergeometric function [2]. 
Let Y be a given number, Y > -1. The Hardy space 9” is the set of func- 
tions F(z), analytic in the upper half-plane, of the form 
The function F(l + V) (z% - i~)-r-~ belongs to the space whenever w is in 
the upper half-plane, and the identity 
F(w) = (F(z), T(l + v) (ia - iz)-I-“) 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. The identity 
?rT(v) 11 F(z)lj” = j/ I F(z)12 (2 - iz)v-l dx dy 
VZO 
holds for every element F(z) of 53” when v > 0. 
Let v and u be given numbers, v > - 1 and u > - 1. The tensor product 
space ZB,, @ gV- is the unique Hilbert space of functions defined in the upper 
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half-plane such that the function F(z) G(a) belongs to the space whenever 
F(x) belongs to 9” and G(z) belongs to 9,, , such that the identity 
II W4 ‘fW = II F(dl II G(4/ 
holds for all such products, and such that the finite linear combinations of 
such products are dense in the space. The function 
T( 1 + V) r( 1 + u) (CL7 - iz)-1-V (22 - iw)-l--O 
belongs to the space when w is in the upper half-plane, and the identity 
F(w) = (F(z), r(l + V) r(l + u) (% - iz)-l-V (22 - iw)-l-O) 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. 
The hypergeometric function F(a, b; c; a), c not a nonpositive integer, is 
defined by the series 
F(a, b; c; 2) = 1 + $2 + ++l)w+l) z2+‘.. 
2!c(c + 1) 
when 1 z j < 1, and by analytic continuation using the identity 
F(a, b; c; .z) = (1 - z)-bF(c - a, b; c; - x/(1 - a)) 
when Re z < 1. An integral representation of the hypergeometric function 
is used. 
THEOREM 1. The identity 
w--h w-x 
a,b;c;----- 
w-x w--x 1 
= (it% - ih)a (iA - iw)" 
(ii, - j,j)a+b-c 
X 
ss 
(2 - iz)c-z dx dy 
ll,o (ii% - i~)~ (2 - iw)” (23 - iz)c-a (22 - iA)c-b 
holds when X and w are in the upper half-plane if Re c > 1. 
The arguments of ix - iw, ia - iz, and ix - iz are chosen with absolute 
value less than rr. The hypergeornetric function is used to define function 
spaces which are related to the tensor product space .cJ?~ @ 5BO-. 
THEOREM 2. Let a, b, and c be given numbers, neither a TKW 6 a nonpositive 
integer, such that a + & = c mad c > 1. Then there exists a unique Hilbevt space 
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9(a, 6; c; z), whose elements are functions defined in 
that the expression 
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the upper half-plane, such 
belongs to the space as a function of x when w is in the upper half-plane and such 
that the identity 
holds for every element F(z) of the space. If (“, “,) is a matrix with real entries and 
determinant one and if a continuous choice of argument is made for Cz f D, then 
the transformation 
F(z)- (Cz : D)a (CY ; D)b FC!$3 
is an isometry of the space onto itself. 
The space has a trivial structure when c = 1. 
THEOREM 3. Let a and b be given numbers, not integers, such that a + b = 1. 
For every element f (x) of L2(- w, + co), there exists a corresponding element 
F(z) of %(a, b; 1; z) such that the identity 
27~F(w) = r(l - a) F(l - b) (@ - iw)l--a--b 
s 
+a 
X -,f(t) (ia - it)a-l (it - iw)b-l dt 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane, and such that 
2~7 I/ F(z)jj” = I+@ If( dt. 
--m 
Every element of 9(a, b; 1; z) is of this form. 
The space is the range of an integral transformation when c > 1. 
THEOREM 4. Let a, 6, and c be numbers, neither a nor 6 a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + b = c and c > 1. For each measurable function f (z), defined in 
the upper half-plane, such that 
If( (i% - i~)c-~ dx dy < w, 
Y>O 
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there exists a corresponding element F(x) of S(a, b; c; z) such that the identity 
nF(w) r(c - a) r(c - 6) (iU - iw)Gmaeb 
x \J‘,,,;‘(z) (ia - ix)“-” (i% - iw)b-c (is - i,~),-~ dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane, and such that 
T(C - 1) I/ F(z)/12 = jj,:,, /f (z)l” (i% - iz>,-2 dx dy. 
Every element of S(a, b; c; z) is of this form. 
The integral transformation is normal in the Hilbert space of square 
integrable functions. 
THEOREM 5. Let a, 6, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive 
integer, such that a + & = c and c > 1. Then the transformation F(z) -F(z) 
is an isometry of 9(a, b; c; z) onto 9(c - a, c - b; c; 2). 
There is a close relation between the spaces P(a - n, b + n; c; z) for 
integer n when c = 1. 
THEOREM 6. Let a and b be nonintegral numbers such that a + 6 = 0. 
Then there exists an isometric transformation F(x) -+ G(a) of F(a -t 1, b; 1; z) 
onto 9(a, b + 1; 1; z) such that 
and 
(z - z) aF/S + bF(z) = bG(z) 
(z - Z) aG/az + aG(z) = aF(x). 
If (“, g) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one and if a continuous 
choice of argument is made for Cz + D, then the transformation takes 
(Cz ; D)‘“+l (Cz : D)b F 
into 
(Cz : D)a (Cz : D)b+l 1 
whenever it takes F(z) into G(z). 
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There are also relations between the spaces S(a - n, 6 + n; c; x) for 
integer n when c > 1. 
THEOREM 7. Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + & + 1 = c and c > 1. Then the adjoint of the transformation 
deJined by F(z) -+ G( z w ) h enever F(z) is an element of S(a + 1,b; c; x) and 
G(z) is an element of S(a, b + 1; c; x) such that 
G(x) = (3 - x) aF/iE + bF(z) 
is the transformation defined by F(x) + G(z) whenever F(z) is an element of 
P(a,b+l;c;z)andG() z is an element of F(a + 1, b; C; Z) such that 
- G(x) = (X - x) aFj& + uF(x). 
If (“, i) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one and zf a continuous 
choice of argument is made for CX + D, then theJirst transformation takes 
(Cx +lD)a+l (CZ : D)bF 
into 
(Cx : D>” (CS : D)b+l G(&9 
whenever it takes F(z) into G(x), and the second transformation takes 
(Cx : D)” (CT; D)b+l FiA$-3 
into 
(Cx : D)“+l (CT: 0)” G 
whenever it takes F(z) into G(z). 
There exist relations between the spaces F(a + n, 6 + n; c + 2n; z) 
for integer n when c > 1. 
THEOREM 8. Let a, b, and c be numbers uch that a + 6 = c and c > 1. 
Then there exists a transformation F(x) --t G(z) of %(a, b; c; z) onto 
~(a+l,b+l;c+2;z)suchthat 
(i% - iz) G(z) = (x - -)” 2 / x a Fax az - a(Z - Z) aqa5 - b(x - 3) aqaz 
+(c-l)(c-a-b)F(z) 
-w/38/1-8 
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and such that 
(c -- 1) llF(x)l12 = (c + 1) II G(412 
with the norm of F(x) taken in S(a) 6; c; z) and the norm of G(z) taken in 
.F(a+l,b-i-l;c-j-2;z).If((A,:) is a matrix with real entries and deter- 
minant one and if a continuous choice of argument is made for Cz f D, then 
the transformation takes 
(cx ; D)a+l (C,?Z ; D)btl G(z$ 
whenever it takes F(z) into G(z). 
The defining transformation of a space P(a, b; c; .z) is bounded when 
c > 1. 
THEOREM 9. Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + 6 = c and c > 1. Then the inequality 
ss / F(.x)j2 (i% - iz)“-2 dx dy u>o 
holds for every element F(x) of .9(a, b; c; x). If F,(z) is the element of 
S(a + n, b + n; c + 2n; z) defined inductively by F,(z) = F(x) and 
(c + n - a) (c + n - b) (iz - ix) F,+l(z) 
= (x - z)~ PF,/az 8~ - (a + n) (3 - z) aF,/S 
- (b + n) (Z - z) ZJ,/az + (C + 2n - 1) (C - a - b)F,(z), 
then 
lim 
n+m 
/ I’(c - a) T(c - b)f(x) - n(i% - iz)nF,(z)12 (i.% - i,~)c-~ dx dy = 0 
Y>O 
where f (x) is the measurable function given by Theorem 4. 
The space $(a, b; c; z) is used to obtain information about the tensor 
product space JB,, @ By. 
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THEOREM 10. Let v and u be numbers such that v > - 1, o > - 1, and 
v + u > - 1. Then the inequality 
is ] F(z)j2 (iz - i~)~+~ dx dy u>o 
<nliF(Z)1/2r(l +v>q1 + u)r(l +; + “j2/q2 +; + y2 
holds for every element F(z) of gV @ 9,-. If f (2) is a measurable function, 
defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
ss j f (z)j” (i% - i~)~+~ dx dy < co, Y>O 
and if F(z) is the corresponding element of 9” @ gU- such that the identity 
ST(F(z), G(x)) = ss,,Of (x) C&z) (G - iz)y+O dx dy 
holds for every element G(x) of gV @ 9,,-, then the identity 
nF(w) = .F(l + v) .F(l + u) /j,,,f (2) (& - &)--l--O 
x (G - izu)-1--V (is - i.z)y+” dx dy 
holds when w is in the uppev half-plane. 
The space $(a, b; c; z) contains the isometric images of related spaces $3” 
when a - b > 1. 
THEOREM Il. Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive 
integer, such that a + b = c and c > 1. Assume that a - b = 1 + v where 
v > 0. Then for each nonnegative integer n such that 6 - n is not a 
nonpositive integer, there exists a transformation f(z) -+ F(z) of 93” into 
4”1(a + n, b - n; c; z) such that the identity 
rrF(w) (ir% - iw)“/v 
= I’(c - a) r(c - b - 1) js 
f(z) (2 - G>, (2 - iz)v-l dx dy 
Y>O (ig _ iw)l+V+n 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane, and such that 
4 - 1) IIFC912 
1 .2*..n 
= (1 + v) (2 + v) *** (n + v) IS 
If(z)[” (G - iz)v--l dx dy. 
u>o 
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If (“, “,) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one and if a continuous 
choice of argument is made for Cz + D, then the transformation takes 
(Cz : D)l+” f@3 
into 
(Cx ; D)a+n (CS ; D)b-” 
whenever it takes f (z) into F(x). 
A gamma function integral is used in decomposing the continuous part of 
%(a, b; c; z). 
THEOREM 12. The identity 
r(h + k) r(h + r) r(h + s) r(k + r) W + 4 r(r + s) 
r(h + k + r + 4 
s 
+m ( 
I(h - it) I’(k - it) r(r - it) I(s - it) 
x I(h + it) T(k + it) r(r + it) I(s + it) dt ) 
zzz 
--m .F( - it) r(* - it) Qit) T(+ + it) 
holds when the real parts of h, k, r, and s are positive. 
A hypergeometric identity follows. 
THEOREM 13. The identity 
( 
r(h + k) r(h + r) r(h + s) r(k + r> r(k + s) 
xr(r+s)F(h+k,h+r;h+k+r+s;x) 1 
r(h + h + r + 4 
I(h ( - it) I’(k - it) I’(r - it) I(s - it) I(h + it) +m 
I 
x I(k + it) I’(r + it) r(s + it) ) 
= 
-cc T(- it) I(+ - it) r(it) IQ + it) 
x F(h - it, h + it; h + s; z) dt 
holds when ( z ) < 1 if the real parts of h, k, r, and s are positive. 
A decomposition follows for the continuous part of F(a, b; c; z). 
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THEOREM 14. Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive 
integer, such that a + & = c and c > 1. De&e 
.F( - iz) T(i - iz) W(z) 
= &)(I - b + a) - iz) r(+(l - a + b) - iz) T($(u + b - 1) - iz) 
x F($(2c - a - b - 1) - iz). 
For every measurable function F(t, s) of t and s, t positive and s real, such that 
* +m 
IS 
1 F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt < co, 
0 -02 
there exists a corresponding element f (z) of S(a, 6; c; z) such that the identity 
m +* 
rf (4 = Is W> 4 I W>12 
i (ii,_ i,)3(b-a-l)-it (& _ is)&(a-b-U-it (ia _ &)f(l-a-b)+it ds dt 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
n(c - 1) 1) f (z)ll” = jr j+m I F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt. 
-co 
Every element f (z) of S(a, b; c;x)isofthisformwhenIa-bl<l. When 
a-b>l,f(z) is of this form sf, and only if, it is orthogonal to the image of 
&@&,-2,+I for every integer n, 0 < n < -?J (u - b - 1). When b - a > 1, f(x) 
is of this form zf, and only if, it is orthogonal to the conjugate image of @,-a-2n-1 
for every integer n, 0 < n < &(b - a - 1). 
Another decomposition is obtained in the limit of large c. If v and u are 
given real numbers, consider the set of measurable functions f(z), defined 
in the upper half-plane, such that 
ss ) f @)I2 (2 - iz)y+O dx dy < 00. u>o 
If (“, “,) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one and if a continuous 
choice of argument is made for Cz + D, then the transformation 
f (‘) -+ (Cz : D)l+v (C$y ; D)l+o fEg3 
is an isometry of the space onto itself. The space contains the isometric 
images of related spaces ~3” when v - u > 1. 
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THEOREM 15. Let v and o be real numbers such that v - u > 2n + 1 for a 
nonnegative integer n. Then for each element f (z) of ~v-o--2n-l , there exists a 
corresponding function F(z) such that the identity 
rF(w) (ia - iw)1iu+7’/(v - o - 2n - 1) 
- - 
== IJ 
f(x) (i% - i@>, (6 - iz)v-0-2n-2 dx dy 
. 2/>0 (iz - iw)v-U-VI 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
j F(z)]” (i% - ix)v+O dx dy 
11>0 
1 . 2 “‘12 
=(v-~-n-l)(v-~-~-2)~*~(v-u-22n) 
m 
X 
l.i’ 
If(z)]” (i.% - iz)Y-u-2n-2 dx dy. 
Y>O 
A decomposition of the space follows from the decomposition of 
F(a, b; c; z). 
THEOREM 16. Let v and a be real numbers. De$ne 
T(- iz) r($ - iz) W(z) = r($(l - 0 + v) - iz) r(*(l - v + 0) - iz). 
For every measurable function F(t, s) of t and s, t positive and s real, such that 
m +m 
ss 
/ F(t, s) W(t)]” ds dt < 00, 
0 --m 
there exists a corresponding measurable function f (z) of z in the upper half-plane 
such that the identities 
and 
vf (w) = ry[lIF(t, s) 1 W’(t)\” (is - iw)%(“-Y-l)-it 
x (is- +(Y-O-Wit (is _ iW)-fCl+v+o)+it && 
rF(t, s) = jjW,Of(z) (G - is)t(o-v-l)+it 
X (is _ iz)+(Y-O-l)+it (ig _ iZ))(v+o-l)-it dJ dy 
hold in the mean square sense and such that 
jmjim 1 F(t, s) W(t)j2 ds dt = II,,, (f (z)12 (is - ix)y+0 dx dy. 
0 -co 
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Every measurable function f ( ) f z o z in the upper half-plane such that the last 
integral converges is of this form when 1 v - u 1 < 1. When v -- u > 1, f (2) 
is of this form if, and only if, it is orthogonal to the image of 9V--o-ln-l for every 
integer n, 0 < n < g(v - u - 1). When u - v > 1, f(z) is of this form ;f, and 
only if, it is orthogonal to the conjugate image of 90-v--2n--l for every integer n, 
0 < n < $(u - v - 1). 
Similar results hold for the space ~2” @ g,,-. 
THEOREM 17. Let v and u be numbers, v > - 1 and u > - 1, such that 
v - u > 2n + 1 for a nonnegative integer n. Then there exists a transformation 
f(x) + F(x) of LS-a-2n--l into 53” @ 9,,- such that the identity 
Z-F(W) (iw - iw)l+o+n/(v - u - 2n - 1) 
= 
ss 
f(z) (iZ - ia>, (6 - i,z)Y-“-2n-2 dx dy 
?J>o (ig - iw)v-U-n 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
rr(v - n) r(l + u + 4 llF(~)l12 
..* n 
=(v-u-n-1)(v102-n-2)***(v-a-2n) 
X 
ss 
1 f @)I2 (i% - iz)Y-“-2n-2 dx dy. 
ll>O 
If (“, g) is a matrix with real entries and determinant one and zf a continuous 
choice of argument is made for Cz + D, then the transformation takes 
f iA&, 
into 
(Cz ; D)l+r (CY ; D)~+o ) 
whenever it takes f (z) into F(z). 
A decomposition follows for the space ~3, @ GS,,-. 
THEOREM 18. Let v and u be numbers, v > - 1 and u > - 1. Define 
T( - iz) I(& - ix) W(x) 
= F($(l - u + v) - ix) F($(l - v + u) - iz) T($(l + v + u) - iz). 
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For every measurable function F(t, s) oft and s, t positive and s real, such that 
.x2 ,-m 
JS 
1 F(t, s) W(t)i2 ds dt < 00, 
0 --m 
there exists a corresponding element f (z) of LSy @ 90- such that the identity 
.rf(w) =j; j'IF(t, 4 I w WI" 
X (is -i,w)l(U-Y-l)-it (in _ is)t(Y-O-l)--it (ia _ iW)-&l+V+U)+it & dt 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
n Ilf(z)ll” = j;j+” 1 F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt. 
--m 
Every element f(z) of 22” @ .CSO- is of this form when 1 v - o 1 < 1. When 
v - u > 1, f(z) is of this form if, and only if, it is orthogonal to the image of 
9V--o-2n--l for every integer n, 0 < n < &(v - a - 1). When u - v > 1, f(z) 
is of this form if, and only if, it is orthogonal to the conjugate image of 9~-v-2n-l 
for every integer n, 0 < n < $(a - v - 1). 
There are corresponding results for Hilbert spaces of modular forms. The 
modular group is the set of matrices (“, g) with integer entries and deter- 
minant one. For each positive integer r, let I’(r) be the subgroup of the 
modular group consisting of those matrices whose lower left entry is divisible 
by r. The index p(r) of T(r) in th e modular group is equal to the product of r 
and the numbers 1 + l/p wherep ranges in the prime factors of r. The signa- 
ture for the modular group is the unique homomorphism of the group into 
the twelfth roots of unity such that 
= exp(- A/6). 
Let v and p be given integers, v - p odd. A modular form of order v is a 
function F(z), analytic in the upper half-plane, such that the identity 
holds for every element (“, g) of th e modular group of signature one. An 
automorphic form of order v with respect to T(T) is a function F(z), analytic 
in the upper half-plane, which satisfies the same identity for every element 
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(“, g) of r(r) of signature one. The automorphic form is said to be of signa- 
ture (exponent) p if the identity 
FM = (& : D)l+” sgnLL c! 3F(As) 
holds for every element (“, :) of r(r). Two points w1 and wg in the upper 
half-plane are said to be equivalent with respect to I’(r) if 
~2 = (Awl + B)I(Cw, + D) 
for some element (“, i) of I’(r) of signature one. The Petersson norm of an 
automorphic formF(z) of order v with respect to r(r) is defined by 
where Q(r) is a fundamental region for T(Y). The set g”(r) of automorphic 
forms of order v with respect to F(r) which have finite Petersson norm is a 
finite dimensional Hilbert space in the Petersson norm. 
Let v and Q be given nonnegative integers. The tensor product space 
4py(r) @ P,,(Y)- is defined so that the function F(x) c(z) belongs to the space 
when F(x) belongs to ~JY) and G(z) belongs to go(r), so that the identity 
holds for all such products, and so that the finite linear combinations of such 
products are dense in the space. The norm of F(x) is taken in Y”(r), the norm 
of G(z) is taken in PO(r), and the norm of F(z) G(z) is taken in the product 
space. There is a corresponding generalization of the space S(a, b; c; z). 
THEOREM 19. Let r be a given positive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + b = c, c > 2, and a - b 
is an integer. When z and w are in the upper half-plane, define 
(iii! - iw)a+b-c I r(a) r(b)12 
K(w’ x, = c (iDti + iCxti - iB - iAz)a (iA% + iB - iC.%w - iDw)b 
x F a b. c. Ax + B - ckw 
-DwAz+B-C%?i--Dw 
9 3 > A.z-I-B-CZ~-D~A.%-~-B-C~W-DW 
where summation is over all elements (” B o J of I’(r) of signature one. Then there 
exists a unique Hilbert space S$a, b; c; z), whose elements are functions de$ned 
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in the upper ha@lane, such that K(w, .z) belongs to the space as a function of x 
when w is in the upper half-plane and such that the identity 
w4 = w4, K(w9 4) 
holds for every element F(x) of the space. The identity 
F(x) = (Cx : D>” (c%: II)” FcgG 1 
holds for every element F(z) of the space when (“, “,) is an element of l’(r) of 
signature one. 
There exist relations between the spaces Sr(a - n, b + n; c; x) for 
integer n. 
THEOREM 20. Let r be a given positive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + b + 1 = c, c > 2, and 
a - b is an integer. Then the adjoint of the transformation defined by 
F(z) ---f G(z) whenever F(x) is an element of Fr(a + 1, b; c; z) and G(z) is an 
element of ST(a, 6 + 1; c; z) such that 
G(x) = (2 - x) aF/&? + bF(z) 
is the transformation defined by F( x --+ G(z) whenever F(z) is an element of ) 
9?r(a, b + 1; c; x) and G(z) is an element of Sr(a + 1, b; c; z) such that 
- G(Z) = (Z - z) aF/ax + aF(z). 
There exist relations between the spaces F-,(a + n, b + n; c + 2n; z) for 
integer n. 
THEOREM 21. Let Y be agivenpositive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + 6 = c, c > 2, and a - b 
is an integer. Then there exists a transformation F(z) - G(z) of Sr(a, b; c; z) 
onto Sr(a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z) such that 
(~2 - ix) G(Z) = (Z - q2 a2F/az a2 - a(,% - Z) aF/a% 
- b(z - z) aF/az + (C - 1) (C - a - b) F(z). 
The identity 
(c - 1) IIF(4/2 = (c + 1) II GCW 
holds with the norm of F(z) taken in Sr(a, b; c; z) and the norm of G(x) taken in 
F~(a+l,b+l;c+2;z). 
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The space FJa, b; c; z) is the range of an integral transformation. 
THEOREM 22. Let r be a given positive integer, and let Q(r) be a fundamental 
region for I’(r). Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + 6 = c, c > 2, and a - b is an integer. When z and w are in the 
upper half-plane, define 
l’(a) r(b) (iw - iw)a+b-c 
L(w’ x) = c (iDa + iC,z~ - iB - iAz)” (iA% + iB - iC%u - iDw)b 
where summation is over all elements (“, i) of r(r) of signature one. For each 
measurable function f (x), dejned in the upper half-plane, such that 
SI o(r) \ f (x)1” (ig - iz)“-2 dx dy < 00 
and such that the identity 
f(X) = (Cx : D)@ (CT: D) bf (iZ$G, 
holdsfor every element (“, E) of r( r o ss na ure one, there exists a corresponding ) f jy t 
element F(x) of F?(a, 6; c; z) such that the identity 
~TF(W) = jjQ(Tjf(a) L(w, x) (2 - iz)c-z dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
T(C - 1) /I F(z)j12 = /Jo,, j f (z)\” (22 - iz)c-2 dx dy. 
Every element F(x) of Sr(a, b; c; z) is of this form. 
The integral transformation is bounded. 
THEOREM 23. Let r be a given positive integer, and let Q(r) be a fundamental 
region for r(r). Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + 6 = c, c > 2, and a - 6 is an integer. Then the inequality 
ss n(r) 
1 F(x)12 (i% - iz)c-2 dx dy G T(C - 1) I/ F(z)l12 1 r(a) I’(b)/@ c - l)i2 
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holds for every element F(z) of yGT(a, b; c; z). If F,(x) is the element of 
CFr(a + n, b + n; c + 2n; z) defined inductively by F,(z) = F(z) and 
(c + n - a) (c + n - b) (ig - ix) F,+l(z) 
= (X - z)~ a2F,/az a% - (a + n) (.% - Z) aF,/a% 
- (b + n) (Z - x) aF,,/az + (C + 2n - 1) (C - a - b)F&), 
then 
lim 
n+m ss n(r) 
1 r(c - a) r(c - b) f (2) - n(i% - izp F,(z)/~ (is - iz)c-2 dx dy 
= 0, 
where f (z) is the measurable function dejned by Theorem 22. 
The integral transformation is normal. 
THEOREM 24. Let Y be a given positive integer, and let a, 6, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + b = c, c > 2, and a - b 
is an integer. Then the transformation F(z) -+ F(z) is an isometry of 9r(a, 6; c; z) 
onto 9r(c - a, c - b; c; z). 
A generalization of the space 9r(a, b; c; z) exists when c > 1 if a - b is an 
odd integer. 
THEOREM 25. Let Y be a given positive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + 6 = c, 1 < c < 2, and 
a - b is an odd integer. Then there exists a unique Hilbert space Sr(a, b; c; x) 
of functions defined in the upper half-plane such that (iz - ix)-‘F(z) belongs to 
Sr(a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z) whenever F(z) belongs to Sr(a, b; c; z), such 
that the transformation F(z) + G(z) defined by 
(i% - iz) G(Z) = (JZ - ,c?)~ a2F/ax a% - a(z - Z) aF/aa 
- b(z - z) aF/& + (C - 1) (C - a - b)F(z) 
takes Rr(a, b; c; z) onto Sr(a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z), and such that the identity 
(c - 1) llWl12 = (c + 1) II GMll” 
holds. 
The space is the range of an integral transformation. 
THEOREM 26. Let Y be a given positive integer, and let Q(Y) be a fundamental 
region for r(r). Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor 6 a nonpositive integer, 
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such that a + 6 = c, 1 < c < 2, and a - b is an odd integer. Then for each 
point w in the upper half-plane, there exists a unique solution L(w, z) of the 
equation 
(x - x)2azL(w, x)/ax az - a(% - x) aL(w, x)/& 
- b(z - 5) aL(w, z)/& + (c - 1) (c - a - b) L(w, x) 
r(a + 1) r(b + 1) (2 - iz) (iti - iw)Q+b+l-c 
= c (iDa + i&a - iL3 - iAx)a+l (ik + il3 - iCZw - iDw)b+l 
such that 
SI i?(r) 
1 L(w, ,z)12 (i% - iz)c-2 dx dy < CO. 
For each measurable function f (z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
SI n(r) 1 f @)I2 (G - iz>c-2 dx dy < CO 
and such that the identity 
f(x) = (Cx : D)a (Cz: D)b f~&$l 
holds for every element (“, i) of P(r) of signature one, there exists a corresponding 
element F(z) of Tr(a, b; c; z) such that the identity 
z-F(w) = I/,,, f (z) L(w, z) (it% - ix)D-” dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
T(C - 1) IIF(~)ll” = jj,,T, If (z)l” (iZ - ix)c-2 dx dy. 
Every element F(x) of ST(a, b; c; x) is of this fmm. 
There exist relations between the spaces %$a - n, b + n; c; z) for 
integer n. 
THEOREM 27. Let r be a given positive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + 6 + 1 = c, c > 1, and a - b 
is an even integer. Then the adjoint of the transformation defined byF(z) + G(z) 
whenever F(z) is un element of gT(a + 1, b; c; z) and G(z) is an element of 
ST(a, b + 1; c; z) such that 
G(x) = (2 - x) aF/%% + bF(z) 
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is the transformation defined by F(z) ---f G(x) whenever F(z) is an element of 
Rr(a, b -(- 1; c; 2) and G( z is an element of %,(a + 1, b; c; x) such that ) 
- G(x) = (x - Z) aF/ax + aF(z). 
The integral transformation is bounded. 
THEOREM 28. Let r be a given positive integer, and let Q(r) be a fundamental 
region for I(r). Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + b = c, c > 1, and a - b is an odd integer. Then the inequality 
SI n(r) 1 F(z)j2 (i,% - i~),-~ dx dy 
< ,(c - 1) I/ F(z)/j2 IQc + 4 j a - b / - 1)2 
holds for every element F(x) of Pr(a, b; c; z). If .Fn(x) is the element of 
Fr(a + n, b + n; c + 2n; z) defked inductively by F&z) = F(z) and 
(c + n - a) (c + n - b) (i% - iz)F,+,(x) 
= (X - .c~)pa‘T,/a.~ a5 - (a + n)(Z - ~)aFJaz 
- (b + n) (.z - z) aF,/ax + (C + 2n - 1) (C - a - b)F&), 
then 
lim 
n+m ss Q(T) 
1 r(c - a) T(c - b)f(x) - n(i% - iz)“F,(z)j2 (i% - i,z),-2 dx dy = 0 
where f (z) is the measurable function defined by Theorem 22 if c > 2 or by 
Theorem 26 ;f c < 2. 
The integral transformation is normal. 
THEOREM 29. Let r be a given positive integer, and let a, b, and c be numbers, 
neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, such that a + 6 = c, c > 1, and a - b is 
an odd integer. Then the transformation F(x) + fr(z) is an isometry of 
Fr(a, b; c; z) onto PY(c - a, c - b; c; z). 
The integral transformation has weighted modular forms as eigenfunctions. 
THEOREM 30. Let r be a given positive integer, and let Q(r) be a fundamental 
region for r(r). Let a, b, and c be numbers, neither a nor b a nonpositive integer, 
such that a + 6 = c, c > 1, and a - b = 1 + v for a nonnegative integer v, 
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v even if c < 2. Then (i% - iz)-“F(x) belongs to gr(a, b; c; .z) whenever F(z) 
belongs to 9,(r), and 
n-(c - 1) 11 r(c - u) r(c - b - 1) (i% - i.z)-bF(x)112 
= jjQ,, / F(z)12 (G - iz)v--l dx dy. 
Proof of Theorem 1. The transformation z -+ i(1 + a)/(1 - z) takes the 
unit disk onto the upper half-plane. The element (2 - iz)-” dx dy of hyper- 
bolic area in the upper half-plane corresponds to the element (1 - ZZ)-~ dx dy 
of hyperbolic area in the unit disk. When z is replaced by i(1 -t z)/(l - z), 
w is replaced by i(1 + w)/( 1 - w , and h is replaced by i( 1 + A)/( 1 - A), the ) 
quantities 
iX - iw 27 - iz itii - ih i.2 - iw i.Z - iz i% - iw 
-, --, ~- iti - iw iX - ix iti - iw i.5 - ih iZ - iw iz% - iz 
are replaced by 
l-xw l-ri?x 1 - - zw $iiA 1 l-zz l-Bw 
1 -iiTw-cs-- l-SW-’ --* 1 - 1 -- 5s %w 
The desired identity is, therefore, equivalent to the identity 
LF 
( 
w--h 
c-1 
a, b; c; ___ 
25-X 
1 - wx 1 - aA ) 
= (1 - aA>” (1 - Xw)” 
(1 - Xh)a+b--c 
x Is 
(1 - z.%)@ dx dy 
IZ,<l (1 - Wz)” (1 - zFw)b(l - A,+-@ (1 - gAX)c-b 
for h and w in the unit disk. If the determinant of a matrix (“, g) has absolute 
value one, the transformation x -+ (Ax + B)/(Cx + 0) maps the unit disk 
onto itself when, and only when, the identity 
holds, where the bar denotes the conjugate transpose of a matrix. Such a 
transformation leaves the element of hyperbolic area unchanged. The expres- 
sions 
l-xw l-@wz 1 & xw 1 - - 1 -z.. %w 1 - 
F-i%- ___ 1 -f&)1-- ~-- 1 %w 1 - wx 
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remain unchanged when z is replaced by (Ax + B)/(Cz + D), w is replaced 
by (Aw + B)/(Cw + D>, and h is replaced by (Ah + B)/(C;\ + D) for any 
such matrix (“, “,). The transformation z -+ (AZ + B)/(Cz + D) takes the 
origin into the point X for some such matrix. It is, therefore, sufficient to 
give an explicit proof of the identity in the case X = 0, in which case it follows 
from the binomial expansions of (1 - ZW)-a and (1 - %w)-~. 
Proof of Theorem 2. The existence and the desired properties of the space 
%(a, b; c; z) are easily verified from the constructions of the space given in 
the proofs of Theorems 3 and 4. 
Proof of Theorem 3. The proof depends on the identity 
27rF 
( 
w--x w-x 
a, b; 1; ___~ 
w-x a--x 1 
= (it3 - ix)" (ix - iwy 
(iA - iA)a+b-1 
X s (ifi - itp (it - iw)” $ - it)lvO (it - ih)lmb 
which holds for all complex numbers a and b when X and w are in the upper 
half-plane. An equivalent identity is 
27rF 
( 
W-A w-x 
a, b; 1; ______ 
1 - xw 1 - hw 
= (1 - UA)” (1 - Xw)b 
(1 - Xh)Q+b--l 
s 
2a dtJ 
X 
0 
(1 - f&i,ie)a (1 - e-iOw)b (1 - ,@J)l-Q (1 - e-@h)l-b 
which holds when h and w are in the unit disk. The proof of the identity 
reduces by a change of variable to the case X = 0, in which case it follows 
from the binomial expansions of (1 - meieis)+ and (1 - e-iOw)-b. 
Let S’ be the set of functions F(z), defined in the upper half-plane, which 
satisfy the identity 
27rF(w) = r(l - a) r(l - b) (iti - i~)l+-~ 
X 
s 
IIf (t) (iG - it)“-l (it - i~)~-l dt 
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for an element f(x) of Ls( - co, + co). Define the norm of F(z) so that the 
inequality 
holds for any such functionf(x), and so that equality holds for some such 
function. Then the function K(w, z) of Theorem 2 satisfies the identity 
27rK(w, 2) = j r(a) T(b)12 (22 - izy-a-b (ia - iw)=+b-1 
X 
s 
+” (iti - it)-” (it - i~)-~ (ii? - ity-l (it - i~)~-l dt 
-cc 
when z and w are in the upper half-plane. A straightforward argument will 
show that .F is equal isometrically to the desired space g(a, li; c; a). 
It remains to show that there exists no nonzero element f(x) of 
L2(- co, + oo) for which the corresponding element F(z) of %(a, b; 1; z) 
vanishes identically. This condition implies that 
s 
+“f(t) (iti - it)- (it - i~)~-% dt 
-m 
vanishes for all positive integers m and n when w is in the upper half-plane. 
The desired conclusion follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 4. By Theorem 1, the function K(w, zz) of Theorem 2 
satisfies the identity 
?TK(w, A) = (c - 1) 1 r(a) F(b)12 (ix - ih)c-a-b (is - iw)‘“+b--c 
X 
(i% - iz)e-2 dx dy 
(i?O - iz>” (i% - iw)b (iA - i.z)e-a (i,F - ih)c-b 
when h and w are in the upper half-plane. Let X be the set of functions F(z), 
defined in the upper half-plane, which satisfy the identity 
n-F(w) = T(c - u) F(c - b) (ifi? - iw)c-a-b 
X 
ss 
f(z) (is - i~)‘+~ (ig - ~w)~-o (in - iz)c-2 dx dy 
Y>O 
for a measurable functionf(x) such that 
If( (G - i~)~-~ dx dy < co. 
VZO 
409/38/1-9 
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Define the norm of F(x) so that the inequality 
4c - 1) IIF(~)l12 < SJ’ lf(.z)l” (i.% - izy ax dy %I>0 
holds for every such functionf(s) and so that equality holds for some such 
function. A straightforward argument will show that # is equal isometrically 
to the desired space F(a, b; c; x). 
It remains to show that there is no nonzero functionf(x) for which the 
corresponding element F(z) of F(a, b; c; a) vanishes identically. This condi- 
tion implies that 
.iJ‘ v>of(z) (ifa - i,~)~-~-~ (G - izu)*- (iz - i~)e-~ dx dy 
vanishes for all nonnegative integers m and n. The desired conclusion follows 
from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 5. The theorem follows immediately from Theorem 3 if 
c = 1, or from Theorem 4 if c > 1. 
Proof of Theorem 6. By Theorem 3, an element F(z) of 9(u + 1, b; 1; Z) 
satisfies the identity 
27~F(w) == T( - u) F(l - b) (i~ - ~zu-~-* ,I”, f (t) (& - itp (~2 - izu)*-l dt 
for a measurable function f (x) of real x such that 
277 IIF(2)j12 = j+” j f (ty at. -02 
It follows that the function G(z) defined by 
(x - z) aF/as + bF(z) = bG(x) 
satisfies the identity 
2nG(w) -= F(l - a) r(- b) (iti - ~zu-~-* j-+mf(t) (iti - ;ty-l (it - in)* dt. 
-cc 
By Theorem 3, G(z) belongs to F(a, b + 1; 1; a) and its norm in that space 
is equal to the norm of F(z) in F(a + 1, b; c; z). A similar argument applies 
with F(z) and G(z) interchanged. If G(x) is a given element of 
F((a, b + 1; 1; z), then the function F(z) defined by 
(z - z) aG/&z + aG(z) = uF(a) 
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belongs to 9(a + 1, b; 1; x) and its norm in that space is equal to the norm 
of G(x) in S(a, b + 1; 1; z). The theorem follows since the transformation of 
S(a,b+l;l;x) into S(a+l,b;l;x) so defined is the inverse of the 
transformation of S(u + 1, b; 1; 2) into F(a, b + 1; 1; 27). 
Proof of Theorem 7. By Theorem 4, an element F(z) of P(u + 1, b; c; z) 
satisfies the identity 
7rF(w) = qc - a - 1) r(c - 6) (Z - izu)e-a-b-1 
x 
ss 
.,$ (2) (iti - i.~)a+~-~ (i% - i~)~-~ (iz - i,~)e-~ dx dy 
for a measurable functionf(z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
n(c - 1) ]]F(.z)~/~ = j s,,, 1 f (z)j” (ii? - ;z),-~ dx dy. 
A straightforward calculation will show that the function 
G(x) = (z - z) aF/iG + bF(x) 
satisfies the identity 
nG(w) = T(c - u) .Z-(c - b - 1) (;a - &@-a-b-l 
x js,>,fM [-W)$-tb- I] 
x [(z-a - i~)a-~ (2 - i~)~+l-~ (2 - ix>“-“] dx dy 
when w is in the upper half-plane. If 
(z - x) afpz + bf (2) = g(z) 
for a measurable function g(z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
then 
j g(z)12 (2 - i~)c-~ dx dy < 00, 
Y>O 
aG(w) = F(c - a) r(c - b - 1) (& - ~-w)c-~-~--l 
X 
ss 
g(z) (ia - ;~)a-~ (G - i~)~+l-~ (iz - i,~)“-~ dx dy. 
Y>O 
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By Theorem 4, G(z) belongs to F(a, b f I; c; z) and 
T(C - I) /i G(z)lj2 = //w,o j g(z)/” (i.% - i.~)c-~ dx dy. 
By Theorem 4, an element F(z) of g(a, b + 1; c; zz) satisfies the identity 
nF(w) = r(c - u) I’(c - b - 1) (&J - iw)c-a-b-l 
X 
j.i 
,,of(z) (5 - i.~)~~~ (in - izu)b+l-c (G - iz>,-2 dx dy 
for a measurable function f(z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
If 
n(c - 1) ~/F(z)//~ = s,,, if(z)12 (ig - iz),-2 dx dy. 
for a measurable function g(x), defined in the upper half-plane such that 
[ ( j g(z)12 (ix - iz),-2 dx dy < CO, 
then 
J JY>II 
G(z) = (z - z) aF/Z? + aF(z) 
satisfies the identity 
aG(w) = T(c - a - 1) r(c - b) (it% - iw)c-a-b-l 
X 
i’J’ y,og(4 (ia - i4 
W-C (ig - iw)b-c (ig - iz)e-2 dx dye 
By Theorem 4, G(z) belongs to S(u + 1, b; c; z) and 
TT(C - 1) // G(a)/12 = jjV,s 1 g(x)i” (i.% - iz)e-2 dx dy. 
The theorem follows by a straightforward argument. 
Proof of Theorem 8. Let F(x) b e a given element of F(Q, b; c; z). By 
Theorem 4, the identity 
vF(w) = F(c - a) I’(c - b) (iti - iw)G--a-b 
X 
ss 
g>of(z)(i@ - iz)"-"(i% - i~)~-~ (6~ - i~)e-~ dx dy 
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holds for a measurable functionf(z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
n(c - 1) IIF(z)~/~ = Sr,,, If( (22 - iz>,-2 dx ~$1. 
By Theorem 4, there exists an element G(z) of 3(a + 1, b -/- 1; c + 2; x) 
such that the identity 
nG(w) = I-(c + 1 - u) r(c + 1 - b) (iti - iw)eTad Ss,,, (2 - iz)-if(z) 
X (iz?ii - &)a-+-l (i.% - iw)b-c-1 (G - iz), dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
?T(C + 1) [[ G(x)lj2 = j.1 I(;3 - ;z)-‘f(z)l” (Z - is>” dx dy. 
2/>0 
It follows that 
(i2- i2)G(.~) = (2 - zyavya~a~ - U(Z- Z) aF/a,cf 
-b(z--z)aF/ax+(c-~)(~-----b)~(z) 
and that 
(c - 1) IIWl12 = (c + 1) II G(4ll”. 
Since a similar argument applies with F(z) and G(x) interchanged, 
the transformation F(z) --+ G(z) so defined takes F(a, b; c; z) onto 
2qa+l,b+l;c+2;z). 
Proof of Theorem 9. If t is real and if X is in the upper half-plane, then 
the function 
f(x) =(.ix _ i~)%Yb--a-lb--it (ig _ $,)&a-b-l)-it (iz - iz)*(l--a-bl+it 
satisfies the identity 
$3 - X)f(z)l (ii2 - i.z)+(c-l) = 1. 
By Theorem 1, the integral 
rF(w) = r(c - a) r(c - b) (ia - iw)c--a-b 
X (z) (iti - i,~)“-~ (2 - ~w)~--G (in - iz)c-2 dx dy 
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is absolutely convergent when w is in the upper half-plane. The function 
F(z) so defined satisfies the identity 
[c - $( 1 + a + b) + it] F(z) 
= qc - u) qc - b)f(z)F (a(1 - b + a) + it, a(1 - a + b) + it; 
z--AZ--X 
c + &(l - a - b) + it; F __ 
x--Ah--A 1 
and the inequality 
1(x - X)F(z)l (i% - iizyl) < / T(a) P(b) r(+(c - 1))2/r(&)21 . 
The functions F,(z) defined inductively by F,,(z) = F(z) and by the differen- 
tial equations 
(C+~--a)(c+n--)F,+l(~) 
= (z - x)2 PF& ax - (a + n) (z - ,z) aF,/a,% 
- (b + n) (2 - X) aF,/az + (c + 2n - 1) (c - a - b)F,(x) 
have the integral representations 
?rF,(w) = I’(c - a) T(c - b) (ia - i~)c-=~ 
X 
SJ’ 
y>. (is - iz)-“f(x) (2% - i.z)a-c-n (23 - iw)b--c--n 
x (G - i~)e+~‘+~ dx dy. 
By Theorem 1, the functions satisfy the identity 
[c + n - &( 1 + a + b) + it] (is - ix)” F,(x) 
= qc - u) qc - b)f(x)F (:(l - b + u) + it, 8(1 - a + 6) + it; 
z-An-X c+n+!i(l -a-h)+it;~-~& 
and the inequality 
I(z - ii) F,(z)\ (is? - i~)n++(c-1) < 1 r(u) T(b) r(n + &(c - l))“/r(n + 4 c)~I .
Since 
F(+, $; n + +(c - 1); 1) = [n + i(C - l)] r(n + B(c - l))2/r(n + H2 
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has limit one as n goes to infinity, it follows that 
= f(c - a) f(c - b) (2 - @f(z) (iz - izp-1) 
uniformly in the upper half-plane. 
A weaker conclusion holds whenf(x) is a measurable function, defined in 
the upper half-plane and continuous at a point h, if 
(z - X)f(z) (i% - izp-1) 
is bounded by one in the upper half-plane. If the function F(z) is defined by 
the same integral, and if the functions F,(x) are defined by the same differen- 
tial equations, thenF,(x) has the same integral representation and satisfies the 
same estimate in the upper half-plane. The identity 
lii?z(iX - ih)nF,(h) = f(c - a) f(c - b)f(h) 
then holds. Since the identity is known to hold for a function which has a 
nonzero value at h, it is sufficient to verify it in the case that f(x) = 0. The 
identity holds by the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem if f(a) 
vanishes in a neighborhood of h. Otherwise, if E is a given positive number, 
there exists a neighborhood of X in which the inequality 
holds. The identity follows from an obvious estimate of the integral for F,(h). 
Similar results hold for a measurable functionf(z), defined in the upper 
half-plane, which satisfies a condition of integrability or square integrability. 
Assume that there exists a point h in the upper half-plane such that 
IS y,. l(z - A)-lf(x)l (iz - i~)+(~+l)-~ dx dy < 1. 
A similar application of Theorem 1 will show that 
ss ar>o I(z - @-lFn(x)l (iif - i~)n+~(~+l)-~ dx dy 
< 1 f(a) F(b) r(n + &(c - l))“/r(?z + &)” I . 
It follows that the inequality 
ss 1 F,(z)/2 (2 - i~)cf~‘+~ dx dy %I>0 
< 1 f(a) f(b) f(n + iyc - 1))2/qn + IF)” I2 
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holds whenever 
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SI lf(,z)lz (iz - iz>,-z dx dy < 1. Y>O 
Under the integrability hypothesis, the identity 
lim 
n+m ss 
n(i% - iz>” F,(z) g(z) (2 - iz)c-2 dx dy 
r>o 
= 
ss 
r(c - a) r(c - b)f(z) g(z) (i% - iz)c-2 dx dy 
Y>O 
holds for every measurable function g(x), defined in the upper half-plane, 
such that 
(z - X) g(z) (2% - iz)tcc-l) 
is bounded in the complex plane. Under the square integrability hypothesis, 
the same identity holds for every measurable function g(z), defined in the 
upper half-plane, such that 
SI 1 g(z)l” (2 - iz)e-2 dx dy < co. YZO 
The identity is applied whenf(z) = g(z). The theorem follows since 
liy+%uP jj y,. 1 n(iZ - iz)“F,(z)12 (i.% - i,~),-~ dx dy 
d ss I r(c 
- a) r(c - b)f(x)l” (iz - i~)c-~ dx dy. 
Y>O 
Proof of Theorem 10. If TV is a measure defined on the Bore1 sets of the 
upper half-plane such that the double area integral 
I’( 1 + V) r(l + u) jj jj (2~ - i~)--l-~ (~2 - izu-l-u d@(z) dp(w) 
o>o v>o 
is finite, then the function f (z) defined by the identity 
?T~(~) = ~(1 + v) ~(1 + U) jj (iz - izu--l-+ (ia - iz)-l--O d&) 
Y>O 
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belongs to 9” @go-, and the double area integral is equal to rr2 times the 
square of its norm in that space. A proof is easily given when /J is supported 
in a finite set of points, and the general case follows by approximation. By 
Theorems 4 and 9 with a = 1 + v and b = 1 + 0, these conditions are 
satisfied when 
dp =f(z) (2 - iz)YfO dx dy 
for a measurable functionf(Z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
ss 
If(,z)j”(i% - i,)y+“dx dy < CO. 
u>o 
The identity 
a(F(z), G(x)) = j j f(z) G(z) (is - iz)y+“ dx dy 
Y>O 
then holds for every element G(x) of QV @g,,-. For such a function F(z), 
the desired inequality follows from the Schwarz inequality since 
ss 
1 F(z)12 (2 - iz)Yf” dx dy 
u>o 
< [W + 4 q1 + 4 q&(1 + v + 4)2/mP + ” + 4)“l” 
X 
ss 
1 f(z)]” (~2 - z-x)Y+~ dx dy. 
u>o 
The theorem follows since a dense set of elements of ~2” @Saw are of this 
form. 
Proof of Theorem 11. Let f (z) be a given element of ~2”. For each non- 
negative integer n, define a function F,(x) so that the identity 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane. It follows from Theorems 4 and 9 
that the integral is absolutely convergent and that 
r(Q(1 + v))” ss,,, 1F,(z)j2 (in - z-,),-~ dx dy
< v2r(+v)4 jj 1 f @)I” (iz - iz)v--l dx dy. 
Y>O 
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By Theorem 4, there exists a corresponding element G,(Z) of 
s(a + n, b - n; c; Z) such that the identity 
rG,(w) = r(c - a - n) F(c - b + n) (i73 - iw)c--a-b 
x s.i F,(x) (ia - i,~)a-~+~ (iz? - i~)~-~-~ (iz - iz)@ dx dy 1/>0 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane. A straightforward use of Theorem 1 
will show that the identity 
G,(z) = r(c - u) r(c - b - l)F,(z) 
holds when n = 0. Since 
and 
- nF,&) = (z - z) aF,jax + (6 - n) F,(z), 
it follows from the proof of Theorem 7 that the same identity holds for every n. 
So F,(z) belongs to F(u + n, 6 - n; c; z). By Theorem 7, its norm in that 
space satisfies the identity 
(a - b i- 4 II Fn+,GW = (n + 1) II F&W. 
The theorem follows since f(s) = F,(z) (is - iz)“. 
Proof of Theorem 12. Consider the integral when h, k, Y, and s are fixed 
positive numbers. Define an inner product on polynomials by 
r(h + k) r(h + r> r(h + 4 W + r) W + 4 Q + 4 (F(t), G(t)) 
r(h + k + r + 4 
r(h - it) r(k - it) I’(r - it) r(s - it) r(h + it) 
=s 
+m i x r(k + it) r(r + it) r(s + it) 1 
x-;(t) G(t) dt 
T( - it) r(-i$ - it) .F(it) T($ + it) 
whenever F(x) and G(z) or (.z - ik) F(z) and (Z - ik) G(x) are even functions 
of Z. The inner product of F(z) and G(x) is defined to be zero if F(z) and 
(Z - ik) G(z) or (Z - ik)F(z) and G( .Z are even functions of Z. It is defined )
by linearity and symmetry for other polynomials. These conditions imply 
that the polynomial F(- Z) + ik[F(- Z) - F(z)]/x always has the same 
norm as F(z). The identity 
W(t), G(t)) = <W)> tG(t)) 
- 2ik(F(- t) + ik[F(- t) - F(t)]/t, G(t)) 
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holds for all polynomials F(z) and G(z). An argument in the proof of Theo- 
rem 24 of [2] will show that the identity 
([(h + it) (Y + it) (s + it)F(i - t) - (h - 4) (Y - 4) (s - &)F(t)]/(& + it), 
G(- t) + ik[G(- t) - G(t)]/t) 
= - t) + ik[F( - t) - F(t)]/t, 
[(h + it) (Y + it) (s + it) G(i - t) - (h - 4) (r - $) (s - 4) G(t)] 
(ii + it) > 
holds for all polynomials F(x) and G(z). When F(z) = 1 and G(x) = i - z, 
the identity reduces to the condition 
(h + k + y + s> IIt + ik II2 = (h + k) (y + k) (s + k) Ii 1 l12. 
Define a function h(h, K, Y, s) of h, K, I, and s by 
T(h ( - it) I’(k - it) T(Y - it) r(s - it) r(h + it) 
I 
+m x r(k + it) r(r + it) r(s + it) dt ) 
= 
--m F(- it) r(& - it) r(it) r(+ + it) 
when the real parts of h, k, r, and s are positive. Since X(h, k, r, s) is analytic as 
a function of k for any fixed choice of h, Y, and s and since the identity 
h(h, k, r, s) = X(h, k + 1, Y, s) 
holds when h, k, Y, and s are real, it holds when h, r, and s are real. For any 
such choice of h, r, and s, the analytic continuation of h(h, k, r, s) is an entire 
function of k which is periodic of period one. A straightforward estimate will 
show that the function is of exponential type less than 7~ and hence is a con- 
stant. By analytic continuation as a function of h, Y, or s, the expression 
h(h, k, I, s) is independent of k for any fixed choice of h, r, and s. By symmetry, 
the expression is also independent of h, Y, and s. A computation of the con- 
stant h(h, k, Y, s) = h is easily made in the limiting case k = 0 and 
h = r = s = 4 since 
T($ - ix) l’(* + ix) = TI sech(rx). 
Proof of Theorem 13. The identity is obtained from Theorem 12 on 
integrating the power series expansion ofF(h - it, h + it; h + s; z) term by 
term. 
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Proof of Theorem 14. By Theorem 7, it is sufficient to give an explicit 
proof in the case / a - b j < 1. The following argument applies when 
1 a - b 1 < 1. The same formulas hold by continuity when 1 a - b 1 = 1. 
It follows from Theorem 13 that the identity 
x--w ,iF-w 
s 
+” 
= 
1 w(t)12 (is _ ~z)~Ga-b)-it (;a _ i,)t-Cl-a-b,-it 
-m 
(& _ iZ)f(l--a-b)-it (iz _ iw)*(l-a-b)-it 
x F Q(1 - b + a) - it, &(l - a + b) - it; 1; ==j dt 
x-a z-w 
holds when z and w are in the upper half-plane. If K(w, z) is defined as in 
Theorem 2, then the identity 
m +m 
=fS 
/ J+‘(t)/2 (is _ iz))(b-U-U--it (ig _ i~)*(a--b-l)-it 
0 
--m 
x (is _ iX))(l-a-b)+it (ia _ is)f(b-a-l)+it 
x (is _ iw)f(a-b&l)+it (iw _ iW)hl+a+b-2C)-it ds dt 
holds when x and w are in the upper half-plane. If F(t, s) is a finite linear 
combination of the functions 
(iA _ &))(b-a-l)+it (is _ ih)t(a-b-l)+it (iA _ ih)?f(l-a-b)-it 
with X in the upper half-plane, then a straightforward calculation will show 
that there exists a corresponding element f (z) of S(u, b; c; z) with the desired 
properties. The same conclusion follows by continuity when F(t, s) belongs 
to the closed span of such functions. If (“, “,) is a matrix with real entries and 
determinant one and if a continuous choice of argument is made for CX + D 
on the real axis, then 
As + B 
(Cs +1D)l-2it F ” Cs + D ( j 
belongs to the closed span whenever F(t, s) belongs to the closed span. It 
follows from the Stone-Weierstrass theorem that the closed span contains 
every function F(t, s) satisfying the hypotheses of the theorem. The theorem 
follows since the elements of P(u, b; c; z) obtained form a closed subspace 
which contains K(w, z) as a function of z whenever w is in the upper half- 
plane. 
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Proof of Theorem IS. These results have already been obtained in the 
proof of Theorem 11. 
Proof of Theorem 16. The proof of the theorem reduces by change of 
variable to the case in which a = 1 + v and b = 1 + o are not nonpositive 
integers and c = 2 + v + a > 1. Let F(t, S) be a measurable function of t and 
S, t positive and s real, such that 
m +m 
ss 
I F(t, s) W(t)l2 ds dt < co. 
0 -co 
For each nonnegative integer n, let fn(z) be the element of 
F(u + 71, b + n; c + 2n; z) given by Theorem 14 such that the identity 
(i.@ - &)*(a-b-l)-it (ia _ iw)*(l-C)-n+it & dt 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
,(c + 2n - 1) II fn(x)112 = jm j+m 
0 --m 
Then the identity 
1 F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt. 
(2% - iz) fn+&) = (z - 2)2 afn/& ax - (U 4 - n) (i? - z) af,/az 
- (b + n) (x - x) af,/ax + (c + 2n - 1) (c - a - b) f%(Z) 
holds for every n. By Theorem 4, there exists a measurable function f (z), 
defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
,(c - 1) 11 fo(z)lj2 = jju,, jf(z)jz (G - iz)c-2 dx dy 
and such that the identity 
~fo(w) = I’(a) F(b) ~~v,of(z) (i.% - iw)+ (i%? - iz)-b (is - iz)c-z dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane. By Theorem 9, 
i‘s I 
n(iz - iz)“fW(x) 
Y>O f(z) - l-p2 + n) T(b + n) 
1’ (in _ i,)e--2 dx dy 
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has limit zero as 71 goes to infinity. The theorem follows since 
F($(b - a - 1) - it, &(u - b - 1) - it; +(a + b - 1) + n - it; 1) 
= [+i(c - 1) + n + it] 
l-(&Jc - 1) + n - it) r(g(c - 1) +- n -(- it) 
r(a + n) qb i- n) 
has limit one as n goes to infinity. 
Proof of Theorem 17. The inequality v + (J > - 1 holds because v - c > 1. 
Iff (z) is a given element ofS3-,-snPl , define the functionF(z) by the integral 
of the theorem. By the proof of Theorem 11, the identity 
TT(V - n) r(l + cr + n)F(eu) = F(l + V) r( 1 + U) /jV,sF(a) (i% - ~zu-~-~ 
x (izu - i,~-~-~ (iz - i.~)v+~ dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane. The theorem follows from Theorems 
10 and 11. 
Proof of Theorem 18. Consider first the case v + 0 > - 1. If a =-= 1 + v 
and bt 1 + cr, then c = a + b > 1. Consider any measurable function 
F(t, S) oft and s, t positive and s real, such that 
m +” 
Ki 
/ F(t, s) W(t)/r($(l + v $- u) - it)l” ds dt < CO. 
0 -02 
By Theorem 14, there exists a corresponding element F(z) of .F(a, b; c; z) 
such that the identity 
7?+(w) = j;s’“qt, s) / vqty 
--m 
x (is _ ~W)+b-Y-l)-it (;a _ ~S)t(v-o-l)-it (;a _ ;W)-tUi-v+o)+it ds dt 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane. By Theorem 16, there exists a 
measurable function f (z) of x in the upper half-plane such that the identity 
m of = ss +mF(t, s) / w(t)/r(g(l + v + 0) - it)]” 
& (;s" ~w)fb-Y-lkit (& _ ~s)+(v-o-l,-it(~,- _ ~W)-~U+v+o)+it ds dt 
holds in the mean square sense. By the proof of the theorem, the identity 
S(w) = I-( 1 + v) r(1 + u) 
x ss f(x) (iy - iw)--l--v (iiz - iz)--l--o (2 - iz)Yf” dx dy u>o 
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holds when w is in the upper half-plane. The identity 
ss 
u>of(z)~(a) (~2 - i~)“+~dx dy = jmj+a I F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt 
0 --co 
holds by the same theorem. By Theorem 10, F(z) belongs to 9” @gU- and 
n 11 F(z)]l” = jr j+m I F(t, s) W(t)12 ds dt. 
-cc 
The theorem follows when Y + CT > - 1. 
Note that I v - u I < 1 when v + u < - 1. The following proof of the 
theorem applies whenever / v - CJ j < 1. By Theorem 24 of [2], the identity 
=J‘ +m r(h - it) T(h - it) T(Y - it) T(h + it) I-(k + it) T(Y + it) dt - --m q- it) I-(* - it) qit) qg + it) 
holds when the real parts of h, K, and Y are positive. It follows that the identity 
T(h + k) T(h + Y) qk + Y)F(h + k, h + r; c; z) 
T(h - it) T(h - it) r(Y - it) T(h + it) T(k + it) 
=J’ 
+m ( x T(Y + it)F(h - it, h -+ it; c; x) dt 
-co T(- it) qg - it) F(h) I-(* + it) 
holds when / x 1 < 1 if c is not a nonpositive integer and if the real parts of h, 
K, and Y are positive. The identity 
q 1 + v) q 1 + u) (G - ix)-r--v (G - iw)--l--o 
=s 
+m 1 yt)l"@ _ ix)-iu+v+o,-it (i,- _ ~W)-f(l+v+o)-it 
-02 ($ _~X)~(l-o+v)-it(~~-~w)t(l-Y+u)-it 
x F +(l - u + v) - it, $(I - v + 0) - it; 1; sg) dt 
follows when x and w are in the upper half-plane. The theorem is obtained 
from this identity by an argument similar to the one used for the proof of 
Theorem 14. 
Proof of Theorem 19. Define L(w, z) as in the statement of Theorem 22. 
The sum is absolutely convergent since c > 2. Let Q(Y) be a fundamental 
region for F(r). It follows from the first identity in the proof of Theorem 4 
that the identity 
rK(w, A) = (c - 1) j j,,, L(w, z)&i, z) (~2 - i~)e-~ dx dy 
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holds when X and w are in the upper half-plane. Let # be the set of functions 
F(z), defined in the upper half-plane, which satisfy the identity 
n-F(w) = I’/ ncT,f(a)i(w, z) (is? - i~)e-~ dx dy 
for a measurable functionf(z), defined in the upper half-plane, such that the 
identity 
f(z) = (Cz : D)a (c,F: D)b f(z$, 
holds for every element (A ’ o J of F(r) of signature one and such that 
jJ’ 1 f (z)i" (G - i~>e-~ dx dy < co. n(r) 
Define the norm of F(z) so that the inequality 
n(c - 1) ll+dl" < j jatr, If (x)1" (iz - i~)c-~ dx dy 
holds for every such function f (2) an so that equality holds for some such d 
function. A straightforward argument will show that S is equal isometrically 
to the desired space SY(a, b; c; z) and that it has the stated properties. 
Proof of Theorem 20. The proof of the theorem is closely analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 7 once Theorem 22 has been proved. The proof of Theo- 
rem 22 given below does not depend on the present theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 21. The proof of the theorem is like the proof of Theo- 
rem 8 but does not require a knowledge of Theorem 22. Define L(w, z) as in 
the statement of Theorem 22, and let L,(w, z) be the same expression with Q 
replaced by a + 1, b replaced by b + 1, and c replaced by c + 2. Let F(z) 
be a given element of F?(a, b; c; z). By the proof of Theorem 19, the identity 
d(w) = j jQlrjf(z) f;(w, z) (if - i~)c-~ dx dy 
holds for a measurable functionf(a), defined in the upper half-plane, such that 
,(c - 1) ]lF(z)lj2 = j jn(,) 1 f (x)1” (G - i~)c-~ dx dy. 
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By the proof of Theorem 19, there exists an element G(z) of 
Fr(a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z) such that the identity 
nG(w) = j jQcr, (i.% - iz)-‘f(z) L,(w, z) (2 - iz>” dx dy 
holds when w is in the upper half-plane and such that 
r(c + 1) II G(z)ll” d js,,,, I(iz - ix)-‘f(z)\” (iz - iz)” dx dy. 
It follows that 
(in - ix) G(Z) = (Z - ,q avyax ax 
- + - z) aqaa - b(~ - ,q aFjaz + (C - 1) (C - u - b)F(z) 
and that 
(c - 1) IIF(4ll” 2 (c + 1) II GCW. 
Since a similar argument applies with F(z) and G(z) interchanged, equality 
holds and the transformation F(z) + G(x) so defined takes sr(a, b; c; z) onto 
.9qa+1,b$l;c+2;z). 
Proof of Theorem 22. The theorem is proved by showing that equality 
always holds in the inequality which is used to define the norm of F(x) in the 
proof of Theorem 19. This result follows from Theorem 23, which is proved 
independently below. 
Proof of Theorem 23. Let f (z) be a measurable function, defined in the 
upper half-plane, such that the identity 
f (4 = (Cx : Dy (Cz : D)b f($$G, 
holds for every element (“, “D ) of F(r) of signature one. Consider the integral 
?rF(w) = j jQc, f (z) L(w, ez) (~2 - i~)c-~ dx dy 
when w is in the upper half-plane. Iff (z) (i% - i.z)-tc is bounded by one in the 
upper half-plane, then it follows from Theorem 1 that the integral is absolutely 
convergent, that it can be rewritten 
rrF(w) = r(c - u) r(c - b) (i@ - iw)c-a-b 
X 
ss 
.,d (x) (i@ - &>a-c (i% - iw)b-c (Z - iz),-2 dx dy, 
409/38/1-10 
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and that 
j F(w)l (ia - izLp < [ r(a) Iyb)/(& - l)i . 
A similar application of Theorem 1 will show that the inequality 
ss U(T) ; F(x)1 (is? - ix)tc-2 dx dy < 1 I’(a) r(b)/& - l)[ 
holds whenever 
I*J’ n(r) If(x)1 (5 - ix)tc-2 dx dy < 1. 
It follows that the inequality 
ss n(r) 1 F(x)j2 (isi - ~x)C-~ dx dy < / F(a) r(b)/& - 1)l” 
holds whenever 
SI 
~f(z)~2(i~-iz)c-2dxdy<1. 
n(r) 
The proof of Theorem 9 has an obvious generalization using these estimates. 
Proof of Theorem 24. The proof is an obvious generalization of the proof 
of Theorem 5. 
Proof of Theorem 25. Let f (x) and g(a) be functions which satisfy the 
hypotheses of Theorem 22 with a replaced by a + 1 and b replaced by b + 1, 
The proof of the theorem depends on the identity 
IS [(x - z)2 Pf/az az - (a + 1) (Z - Z) afpz - (b + 1) (a - 2) afpz n(7) 
- (u + 1) bf (z)] g(z) (2 - ix)” dx dy 
= jj,,,, [(z - vfiax + (a + w(4] 
x [(z - x) ag/az + (c - b - 1)&z)] (i.% - ix>” dx dy 
which holds whenever 
(Z - 2)2aya~ az - cu + 1) (52 - X) afjaz - (b + 1) lx -.q af/az 
and 
(X - 2)2a2gp~m- (a + 1) (5 - Z) agjaz- (b + 1) (X - z) ag/az 
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satisfy the same square integrability conditions as f(z) and g(s). It follows 
from Theorem 22 that (.a - Z) aF/& + (a + 1) F(z) belongs to 
Fr(a + 2, b; c + 2; z) w h enever F(x) is an element of S?(u + I , b + 1; 
c + 2; z) such that 
(z - %)2 i32F/& 8% - ( a+l)(~-~)~F/2z-((b+l)(z-~)~Fj~z 
belongs to Fr(a + 1, b + 1; c + 2; z). The identity 
((z - ASF)~ a2F/& 8% - (a + 1) (z - z) aF/az 
- (b + 1) (z - z) aF/az - (a + 1) bF(z), F(z)) 
= ll(z - ,sY)~ cY2F/& + (a + 1) F(.z)[l” 
holds for any such function F(x). A similar identity holds with a and b 
interchanged. A straightforward argument will show that the transformation 
defined by F(x) --+ G(z), whenever F(z) and G(z) are elements of 
~r(u+1,b+1;c+2;x)suchthat 
G(z) = (rz - z)~ cY2F/ik 3% - (u + 1) (z - x) 8FjiG 
- (b + 1) (z - z)aF/& - $(a + b + l)“F(z) 
is self-adjoint. The identity implies that the transformation is nonnegative 
when ) a - b 1 = 1. The spectrum of the transformation is determined 
inductively by Theorem 20 when 1 a - b 1 > 1. It is positive except for the 
points - (4 v)” where v is an even nonnegative integer, 1 + v ,< 1 a - b 1 . 
The theorem follows from the resolvent properties of self-adjoint transforma- 
tions. 
Proof of Theorem 26. The existence and uniqueness of L(ti, z) follow 
from resolvent properties of self-adjoint transformations obtained in the proof 
of Theorem 25. The theorem is proved by the obvious application of Theo- 
rems 22 and 25. 
Proof of Theorem 27. The theorem follows from Theorems 20 and 25. 
Proof of Theorem 28. The stated properties of the functions F,(z) follow 
from Theorems 23 and 25. In terms of the functions 
f%(z) = (i% - k)” F&z), 
the differential equations read 
cc + n - 4 cc + 12 - 4fn+d4 
= [TI + c - *(u + b + iy fn(z) + (Z - q2 azf,/ax ax 
- ~(5 - FZ) af,/az - b(~ - ,qaf,/a~ - g2 + 6 - i)2fn(z). 
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Let H2 be the transformation defined by H2 :f(z) -g(z) whenever f(a) 
and g(z) are functions satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 22 such that 
g(z) = (2 - 2)2 ayaz az - a(,% - z) afpx 
- b(z - X) afpx - &z + zl - 1)2f(z). 
The transformation is self-adjoint by the proof of Theorem 25. Since an 
even function of H determines a function of Hz, it has an interpretation in the 
operational calculus for self-adjoint transformations. Note that the limit of 
(n + l) [c - h(u + b + 1) 
c 
--is; ..* t” ; c 14: + b + 1) - is] 
a..-12 c a 
x [C-&z+b+1)+iz]~~*[n+c-~(u+b+1)+iz] 
(c - b) ..a (n + c - b) 
as n goes to infinity is 
qc - u) qc - b) 
qc - Q(u + 6 + 1) - 2.z) qc - $(u + b + 1) + 2.2) *
It follows that the integral transformation of Theorems 22 and 26 coincides 
with 
T(c - 4 (u + b + 1) - iH) r(c - 4 (u + b + 1) + iH). 
The stated bound of the transformation follows from information about the 
spectrum of Hz obtained in the proof of Theorem 25. 
Proof of Theorem 29. The theorem follows from Theorems 24 and 25. 
Proof of Theorem 30. If the transformation Hz is defined as in the proof 
of Theorem 28, then (G - i~)-~F(z) is an eigenfunction of H2 for the eigen- 
value - (4~)~. The theorem follows from the operator calculation made in 
the proof of Theorem 28. 
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